**ALLIANCE DISTRICTS**

**Quick Facts**

**PART OF THE ECS GRANT**

Alliance District funding is a portion of an Alliance District's ECS grant. It is *not* a separate grant.

- Alliance District funding is part of the ECS grant that is contingent on a district complying with the Alliance District program's requirements.
- The program is for the 33 lowest-performing districts. These districts must participate in order to receive the entire ECS grant.

**CALCULATION**

**Town ECS Grant - Town FY 12 ECS Grant**

In every fiscal year, the Alliance District portion of the ECS grant is the town's ECS grant increase (if any) over FY 12 ECS funding. Any ECS grant increase to an Alliance town raises only the Alliance District portion.

**FY 21**

$235.1 Million (11%) of nearly $2.1 Billion in ECS Grants

For receiving towns, the Alliance portion is 2% to 41% of the ECS grant

**ALLIANCE DISTRICT REQUIREMENTS**

- Submit a detailed plan to the State Department of Education (SDE) on how the funding will be used to improve district performance
- Receive SDE approval of the plan
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